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Abstract. Word association is to predict the subsequent words and
phrase, acting as a reminder to accelerate the text-editing process. Exist-
ing word association models can only predict the next word inflexibly
through a given word vocabulary or a simply back-off N-gram language
model. Herein, we propose a deep word association system based on
attention mechanism with the following contributions: (1) To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first investigation of an attention-based recur-
rent neural network for word association. In the experiments, we provide
a comprehensive study on the attention processes for the word associa-
tion problem; (2) An novel approach, named DropContext, is proposed
to solve the over-fitting problem during attention training procedure; (3)
Compared with conventional vocabulary-based methods, our word asso-
ciation system can generate an arbitrary-length string of words that are
reasonable; (4) Given information on different hierarchies, the proposed
system can flexibly generate associated words accordingly.
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1 Introduction

Given a word, phrase, or sentence of arbitrary length, word association requires
a machine to predict the following word, phrase, or even sentence that the user
would like to express, acting as a reminder to accelerate the text-editing process.
Word association is widely used in daily life, such as text input to smartphones,
the auto-fill of fields in a web browser, and question/answer systems, which can
not only save time and effort but also prevent spelling errors by providing users
with a list of the most relevant words. Specifically, when a word is input by a
user, the word association system provides a list of candidate words for the user
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to select and then updates the associated word list until the user has finished
the text editing task.

In the community, methods have been presented for the advancement of word
association. Generally, custom systems use a vocabulary or statistical informa-
tion for word association. PAL [1], the first word association system, predicted
the most frequent words that match the given words, completely ignoring any
useful context information. Profet [2] (for Swedish) and WordQ [3] (for English)
used both word unigrams and bigrams to improve the word association but still
suffered from a lack of context information, which would easily lead to syntacti-
cally inappropriate words. Considering the inflexibility of the above-mentioned
systems, an approach that models the complex context information of the given
words is significantly important for the word association problem. In recent years,
neural networks [4–6] have demonstrated outstanding ability in language models
(LMs). In particular, recurrent neural network LMs (RNNLMs) [7] use long-term
temporal dependencies without a strong conditional independence assumption.
As RNNLMs become more popular, Sutskever et al. [8] developed a simple vari-
ant of the RNN that can generate meaningful sentences by learning from a
character-level corpus. Zhang and Lapata [9] have conducted some interesting
work and use RNNs to generate Chinese poetry. Furthermore, the ability to
train deep neural networks provides a more sophisticated method of exploiting
the underlying context information of the sentence, thereby making the predic-
tion more accurate [10].

Fig. 1. The proposed word association system consists of two parts: (1) a multi-layered
LSTM encoder that learns a hierarchy of semantic features from the input text corpus
w = w1, · · · , wT . and (2) an iterative attention decoder module (with DropContext)
that iteratively updates attentions and refines current predictions. Note that y0 is
uniform distribution and yN predicts the finally results.

LSTM has the ability to remember the past information, but it is quite lim-
ited and thus easily leads to prediction failure [11]. Therefore, the attention
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mechanism has gained popularity recently in training neural networks [12]; it
allows models to learn the alignments between different modalities. The align-
ments may be between the frame level and text in the speech recognition task
[13], or between the source words and translation in the neural machine transla-
tion problem [14], allowing the network focus more on the important part of the
input. To the best of our knowledge, it is the best choice for natural language
processing, e.g., word association problem.

The performance of the current neural network is highly dependent on the
greedy learning of model parameters via many iterations based on a properly
designed network architecture [15]. During the training phase, it is easy to
encounter a problem of over-fitting. Many previous works have been dedicated
to solving this problem, e.g., Dropout [16] and DropConnect [17]. Nevertheless,
they were not appropriate for the attention mechanism.

Inspired by the aforementioned papers and works, we proposed a word associ-
ation system that integrates multi-layered LSTM with iterative attention mech-
anism. The primary contributions of the network can be summarized as follows:

– Attention mechanism is integrated to allow the proposed system to iteratively
review context information as well as historical prediction.

– A novel training strategy, namely DropContext, is proposed to alleviate the
over-fitting problem during the learning process.

– Given certain information of different hierarchies, the network can generate
words of arbitrary length, flexibly. The richer the information provided, the
more meaningful words are associated.

– The effectiveness of the proposed system is validated not only by word asso-
ciation on huge Chinese corpus, but also by a poem generating experiment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents a sys-
tem overview. Section 3 describes the results and performance evaluation of our
proposed model. Section 4 summarizes our work.

2 System Overview

Given the training text corpus w = w1, · · · , wT in V , where V is the word
dictionary, our word association system f , aims to minimize the loss function
L(w) as the negative log probability of correctly predicting all the associated
words in the text corpus:

L(w) = − 1
T

∑

t

logf(wt, wt−1, · · · , wt−n+1; θ) + R(θ) (1)

where T is the total length of the corpus and R(θ) is a regularization term.
Figure 1 describe the detailed architecture of our word association system. Given
the training corpus w = w1, · · · , wT , we first project each the word wt in the
corpus to a distributed feature vector in the word embedding layer. The multi-
layered LSTM then sequentially takes these embeddings as well as the past
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hidden state as input and outputs the corresponding context vector. Next, part
of the context vector is randomly discarded in the DropContext layer. Finally,
the updated context vector and final hidden state of the encoder are fed into
the iterative attention decoder, iteratively updates the attentions and refines the
current predictions. At the end of the decoder, the fully connected layer with a
softmax layer will produce a probability distribution over all the words in the
vocabulary.

2.1 Word Embedding

Word embedding is the concept of projecting each word in a vocabulary to a
distributed word feature vector. Word embedding plays an important role in
language modeling [18]. As pointed out by Bengio et al. [4], word embedding
helps a network to fight the curse of dimensionality with distributed represen-
tations. Through word embedding, semantically similar words, such as ‘cat’ and
‘dog’, are expected to have a similar embedding feature; thus, a training sample
that contains ‘cat’ can easily be projected to the case of ‘dog’ and vice versa.
Accordingly, word embedding reduces the number of training samples require-
ment and, more importantly, alleviates the curse of dimensionality. Additionally,
word embedding, i.e., the feature vector of each word, is directly learned from
the corpora and is naturally trained with neural networks, such as RNN and
LSTM, in an end-to-end manner. Given the advantages of word embedding, we
used it for word representation at the bottom of our word association system,
as shown in Fig. 1, to be jointly trained with the encoder and iterative attention
decoder.

2.2 Iterative Attention Decoder (IAD)

In the previous works, the attention-based decoder only ‘glance’ at the source
information once, and may make an inappropriate decision. Therefore, we herein
employ an iterative attention decoder to our system, giving us a chance to ‘view’
the source information again and refine the current predictions.

From the multi-layered LSTM encoder, we obtain the source hidden state cn

with a T dimension, which is the same as the number of the input words. Addi-
tionally, a current target hidden state hn is output from the decoder. Therefore,
we can formulate the iterative attention decoder as:

yn = IAD(cn ,yn−1) (2)

where yn−1 is the last output of the IAD system. Note that, when n = 1, y0

is uniform distribution, and Eq. (2) is updated for N times in the form of a
recurrent neural network.

Inspired by the work of Luong [12], we attempt to employ a context vector
cn that captures relevant input information to aid in the prediction of yn , and
Eq. (2) can be executed in two step:
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(1) We calculate the aligned weights αn according to the source context
vector cn and the current target hidden state hn :

αs
n =

exp(γs
n )

∑T
t=1 exp(γt

n )
(3)

where s is the dimension index of both αn and γn . Here, the content-based score
γt

n can be denoted as:

γt
n = v�

a tanh(Wa [h�
n ; ct

n ]) (4)

Note that, both v�
a and Wa are learnable parameters and [·] is the concatenation

operation. Subsequently, we adopt the soft attention mechanism [19] where the
updated context vector uctvt is defined as the weighted sum of the source context
vector.

uctvt =
T∑

t=1

αt
nct

n (5)

(2) The decoder iteratively updates the attentions and refines the current
predictions using a recurrent neural network:

yn = RNN(uctvt,yn−1) (6)

where the RNN is implemented by a variant of recurrent neural network: Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU) [20]. Compared with LSTM, GRU only contains two
gating units that modulate the flow of information, therefore, costing lower con-
sumption.

In the last time step, the fully connected layer with a softmax layer will
produce a probability distribution over all the words in the vocabulary.

2.3 DropContext (DC)

To overcome the over-fitting problem of attention model, we propose DropCon-
text, a new training strategy, to enhance the efficiency of the learning process of
attention model, as shown in the black dotted line in Fig. 1.

Suppose that we have the source context vector cn , which is a set of T-
dimensional vectors, thus we can update the context vector with DropContext
layer:

c
′
n = DC(cn ) (7)

Many attempts have been performed to execute the DropContext layer in
our early work, considering the balance between performance and consump-
tion. Our DropContext layer is implemented in two steps. First, we construct a
T-dimensional drop-mask M, which is randomly initialized by the drop-ratio θ:
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M = {mt = I{ζ > θ}, t = 1, 2, · · · , T} (8)

where I{·} = 1 when the condition is true and otherwise zero. It is noteworthy
that ζ can follow any distribution, e.g., Gaussian distribution ora exponential
distribution. In this paper, ζ follows a uniform distribution.

Subsequently, we update the source context vector by the element-wise prod-
uct between cn and M:

c
′
n = cn � M (9)

We have to claim that, after introducing the DropContext layer, we only need
to replace cn with c

′
n in Eqs. (4) and (5) for the iterative attention decoder.

2.4 Word Association

By integrating the multi-layered LSTM encoder and iterative attention decoder
with the prediction layer, from the bottom to the top, we construct a word
association system. Formally, the word association system employs the chain
rule to model joint probabilities over word sequences:

p(w1, ..., wN ) =
N∏

i=1

p(wi|w1, ..., wi−1) (10)

where the context of all the previous words is encoded with LSTM and updated
as the predicted word is added. The probability of words is generated through
the Softmax layer.

The process of associating words of arbitrary length is shown in Fig. 2. Our
word association system takes the words of a given sequence as the input. The
system then associates the next word by generating a probability distribution
over all the given words, as the number upon the black lines shown in Fig. 2.
Therefore, we can sort the predicted words in descending order of probability.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of word association. Given the beginning words as input, our
word association system predicts a list of candidate words. By recursively adding these
candidate words into the input, our word association system can associate sentence of
arbitrary length, which is syntactically reasonable. Note that, the numbers upon the
black lines represent the probability of the next word.
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We adopt the first or top three in the list as the input for the next time step,
and associate the following words in the same way. Finally, the system provides
candidate associated sentences and their own probability. As described in Fig. 2,
after taking the the initial words, our word association system produces a list of
candidate words. By associating words in a recursive manner, our word associa-
tion system manages to generate syntactically reasonable sentences of arbitrary
length.

3 Experiments

3.1 Dataset

There is lack of benchmark dataset for the research on word association. Typi-
cally, researchers employ their own text corpus to generate the language model.
To present an objective evaluation of our word association system, we use two
publicly available text corpora, CLDC corpus [21] collected by the Institute of
Applied Linguistics, and the Three Hundred Tang Poems (THTP corpus) [22].

For the CLDC corpus, we extracted the available data and filtered extremely
rare Chinese characters and characters in other languages. The dataset contains
3455 classes and is divided into two groups, with approximately 70% of data
used for training and the remainder for testing. Consequently, the training set
contains 59,019,610 words and the test set contains 25,294,119 words.

The THTP corpus consists of 310 poems written by 77 famous poets during
the Tang dynasty. For convenience, the punctuation has been removed from
the poems. The dataset has approximately 20,000 words and consists of 2,497
classes, including a special symbol that indicates the end of a sentence.

3.2 Implementation Details

The proposed multi-layered LSTM encoder consists of two layers with the hidden
size of 512, which are unrolled for 10 steps. Additionally, we also use dropout
with probability 0.5 for our LSTMs. Besides, the iterative attention decoder is
implemented with an attention-based GRU, whose hidden size is 512. To strike
a balance between performance and consumption, we set the maximum iteration
N as 3 for the little performance gain with larger N . We train the system in
an end-to-end manner using stochastic gradient descent with a weight decay of
0.0005, momentum of 0.9, and gradient clipping set to 10. The initial learning
rate is set to 0.1, followed by a polynomial decay of power 0.5.

In this paper, we use the canonical performance metric of language models,
namely the perplexity [23], to evaluate our word association system. Perplexity
measures the average number of branches of the predicted text, the reciprocal of
which can be seen as the average probability of each word. Formally, perplexity
is calculated as:

perplexity = K

√
1

e(−
∑

log(p(w))
(11)
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where p(w) is the probability of each word in the test set and K is the total
number of words that appeared in the test set. It is noteworthy that the word
association system with a low perplexity generally performs better than those
with a higher perplexity. Besides, we also perform many visualizations of the
experiment result, which are more obvious.

3.3 Effectiveness of the DropContext Layer

In this section, we perform a detailed analysis on the performance of our pro-
posed DropContext method. In Table 1, we compare the performance of the
system with different drop-ratios. When the drop-ratio is 0.0, no DropContext
is available in our model and it is set as the baseline in our experiments. As the
drop-ratio increases, the gap between train loss and test loss became smaller,
and the system performance improves, i.e., the perplexity and testing loss of the
system decreases. We can conclude that, by introducing the DropContext, the
over-fitting during the training procedure can be alleviated. However, the system
performance decreases afterward when the drop-ratio is lager than 0.4. This is
because when the drop-ratio is too large, too much context information will be
discarded in the training procedure, which will confuse the decoder and render
our system difficult to converge.

Table 1. Influence of drop-ratio

Drop-ratio 0.0 (baseline) 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Train loss 2.63 4.13 4.37 4.45 4.89

Test loss 4.79 3.92 3.86 3.89 4.42

Perplexity 120.36 50.40 47.46 48.91 83.10

3.4 Effectiveness of the Iterative Attention Decoder

In this section, we compare the proposed iterative attention model with a regular
LSTM-based model similar to that reported by Merity et al. [5]. The regular
LSTM-based model consists of two LSTM layers, with the hidden size of 512,
which is the same as the multi-layer LSTM encoder in our system. The difference
between the regular LSTM-based model and our model is that each hidden
state of the former is followed by the fully connected layer and a softmax layer.
This means that once a word is input, the system can only make a ‘decision’
(prediction) once. Note that, both of them are trained with the CLDC corpus.

As shown in Table 2, the regular LSTM-based model (denoted as R-LSTM)
achieves a perplexity of 62.80. By introducing the iterative attention decoder,
our model (denoted as IA-LSTM) achieves a much lower perplexity of 47.46.
We can conclude that adding iterative attention mechanism can lead to a better
performance.
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Table 2. Perplexity and test loss on the CLDC corpus

Method Perpelxity Test loss

R-LSTM [5] 62.80 4.14

IA-LSTM 47.46 3.86

Additionally, Fig. 3 shows several examples on how the proposed iterative
attention decoder iteratively updates the attentions and refines the current pre-
dictions. As we can see, although the model may make an inexact prediction at
the beginning, it can update the attentions to focus on the last few words and
make a more reasonable prediction. This is also corresponds to common sense
that the associated words are more related with their adjacent words [24].

Fig. 3. Examples on how the proposed iterative attention decoder iteratively updates
attentions and refines current predictions. At each time-step n, the current association
word is listed. Each result is followed by the corresponding probability. Words in red
are the most appropriate ones. Note that we use red squares to display the attention
weight of each word, the deeper the color is, the greater the weight is.

3.5 Output Visualization of Word Association System

Our word association system generates an arbitrary length string of associated
words. The more information is provided to the system, the more meaningful
words will be generated. As shown in Fig. 4(a), given different numbers of words
as beginning, our system associates sentences with completely different mean-
ings. When only less information is available, the system randomly generates the
sentences. However, when given more detailed information, the system associates
a sentence that is quite relevant to the given words. In Fig. 4(b), the words in
the first line are the input to the word association system and the subsequent
lines are the associated sentences of different lengths. Note that regardless of the
length of the associated sentences, they are reasonable and meaningful.
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Fig. 4. Output of word association system. In (a), there are three kinds of inputs to
the system, ordered by the amount of information in Chinese. In (b), there are three
different lengths of output for the same input to the system. The associated sentence
is syntactically reasonable for any arbitrary length. The tiny English sentence right
below the Chinese sentence is the corresponding translation.

Fig. 5. Result of the model trained with the THTP corpus (shown in poetry format).
Given arbitrary words, our system associates a meaningful poem with the Tang poem
style.

3.6 Generating Poems

To verify the significance of our word association system, an poetry generating
experiment is conducted using the THTP corpus. In the testing phase, a contigu-
ous piece of a sentence is input to the word association system, and the system
attempts to associate a poem accordingly.

To generate a poem, as shown in Fig. 5, arbitrary words are given to the asso-
ciation system. Staring with the given words, the system produces a meaningful
poem of the Tang poem style. Furthermore, the associated poem is incredibly
‘real’ that it is difficult to distinguish whether it is one of the original poems in
the dataset.
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a flexible Chinese word association method which
consists of a multi-layer LSTM encoder and an iterative attention decoder.
Experiments show that the attention mechanism can improve the performance of
Chinese word association system. Besides, the iterative attention decoder imple-
mented in our system can iteratively uses its previous prediction to update atten-
tions and to refine current predictions. Moreover, by adopting the DropContext
layer in our proposed model, over-fitting can be avoided during the training pro-
cedure, which is proved to be better converged. Additionally, we showed that
our system can generate syntactically reasonable associated words of arbitrary
length and tends to associate more meaningful yet relative words when given
more context information. Finally, we verify the significance of our word associ-
ation system through an interesting poem generating experiment.
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